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QUESTION: 132 
Click the Exhibit button. 
You have been asked by your company to configure a new Tivoli Enterprise Console 
event group named "Application_X" to reflect a new UNIX Server application network 
that your company has deployed. That network is depicted in the exhibit.Your company 
wants to gather all system logfile events from the UNIX servers in LAN1. What are the 
event constraints that are set up for the event filters for "Application_X"? 

A. Event Field Name=Origin, Operator=Equal to (=), Value=189.10.30.25 
B. Event Field Name=Hostname, Operator=Equal to (=), Value=Host* 
C. Event Field Name=Hostname, Operator=Equal to (=), Value=189.10.*.* 
D. Event Field Name=Origin, Operator=Equal to (=), Value=189.10.*.* 
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Answer: D 

QUESTION: 133 
Why would information NOT be written to the rules.trace file when rules tracing is 
enabled? 

A. The rules have not been imported into the rulebase target. 
B. The rules have not been imported into the .load_classes file. 
C. The command wrb -comprules -t has not been run against the rulebase to be traced. 
D. The rulebase is not generating any errors. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 134 
Which two slots are valid event matching criteria when setting up an automated task in 
the console? (Choose two). 

A. Server 
B. Causing Event Id 
C. Fully Qualified Hostname 
D. IP Address 
E. Message 

Answer: B,E 

QUESTION: 135 
An administrator just installed a TEC Server. How does the administrator install the TME 
logfile adapter on UNIX managed nodes in the TMR? 

A.creates endpoints on the UNIX managed nodes and distributes an Adapter 
Configuration Profile to the UNIX endpoints 
B. distributes an Adapter Configuration Profile to the UNIX managed nodes 
C. gets the logfile adapter from the TEC CD and uses SIS to distribute the logfile adapter 
D. uses product install with the TEC CD and installs the logfile adapter to the UNIX 
managed nodes 

Answer: A 
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C. 1 
D. 3 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 136
 
How many custom buttons can be configured for an individual TEC Web Console?
 

A. 5 
B. unlimited 
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